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Choosing the Ideal landing Sites on Mars
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Curiosity's Capabilities
A Robotic Field Geologist
• Lone life, ability to traverse many
miles over rocky terrain
• Landscape and hand-lens lmaclne
• Ability to survey composition of
bedrock and reeollth
A Mobile Geochemical and Environmental
Laboratory
• Ability to acquire and process dozens of
rock and soil samples
• Instruments that analyze samples for
chemistry, mlneralOlY, and orpnlcs
• sensors to monitor water, weather, and
natural hJch-enefIY radiation
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Curiosity's Science Goals
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Curiosity's primary scientific goal is to explore and
quantitatively assess a local region on Mars' surface as a
potential habitat for life, past or present
Objectives include:
-Assessing the biological potential of the site by investigating any
organic and inorganic compounds and the processes that might
preserve them
-Characterizing geology and geochemistry, including chemical,
mineralogical, and isotopic composition, and geological processes
-Investigating the role of water, atmospheric evolution, and modern
weather/climate
-Characterizing the spectrum of surface radiation
Mission Overview
CRUISE/APPROACH
- 8-1/2 - month cruise
• Arrive August 6, 2012 (UTe)
IJ
LAUNCHED
- Nov. 26, 2011
@ 15:02 UK
- Atlas V (541)
ENTRY, DESCENT, LANDING
- Guided entry and powered
"sky crane" descent
• 20x25-km landing ellipse
• Access to landing sites BO·
latitude, <0 km elevation
SU~:::':;SSION (j
- Prime mission is one Mars year
(687 days)
- Latitude-independent and long-
lived power source
• Ability to drive out of landing
ellipse
• 84 kg of science payload
- Direct (uplink) and relayed
(downlink) communication
- Fast CPU and large data storage
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MSL Science Payload
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REMOTE SENSING
Mastcam (Mo MalinoMSSS) - Color and telephoto imaging,
video, atmospheric opacity
ChemCam (R. Wiens, LANL/CNES) - Chemical composition;
remote micro-imaging
CONTACT INSTRUMENTS (ARM)
MAHLI (K. Edgett, MSSS) - Hand-lens color imaging
APXS (Ro Gellert, U. Guelph, Canada) - Chemical
composition
ANALYTICAL LABORATORY (ROVER BODY)
SAM (P. Mahaffy, GSFC/CNES) - Chemical and isotopic
composition, including organics
CheMin (D. Blake, ARC) - Mineralogy
Rover Width:
Height of Deck:
Ground Clearance:
Height of Mast:
208m
101 m
0066 m
202m
ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION
MARDI (M. Malin, MSSSj - Descent imaging
REMS (Jo G6mez-Elvira, CAB, Spain) - Meteorology / UV
RAD (D. Hassler, SwRI) - High-energy radiation
DAN (I. Mitrofanov, IKI, Russia) - Subsurface hydrogen
Version: 1/11/2011
Contact: Ashwin Vasavada, JPL
ashwin@jpl.nasa.gov
Cleared for public release by JPL Office of Communications and Education
Caltech/JPL holds patents for the Skycrane landing system and MSL rover
Skycrane: patent protected (US 0505,105)
MSL rover: patent pending (US Pat Ser 029/342,596 and 029/342,598)
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